Surgery Research Collaborative 2019-2020

Podium Presentations:

Neda Amini MD, Christopher R D’Adamo PhD, Daniel Khashchuk MS4, Rebecca Dodson MD, Mark Katlic MD, Joshua Wolf MD, Arun Mavanur MD. Morbidity and mortality in older patients undergoing pancreatic resection is overestimated by NSQIP risk calculator.
Presented at the 2020 Academic Surgical Congress

Neda Amini MD, Christopher R D’Adamo PhD, Daniel Khashchuk MS4, Rebecca Dodson MD, Mark Katlic MD, Joshua Wolf MD, Arun Mavanur MD. NSQIP Prediction of Mortality and Morbidity for Patients Who Underwent Hepatectomy Varies Based on Age.
Presented at the 2020 American Hepato-Pancreatico-Biliary Association Meeting

Tarek H Hassab MD, Duncan McKinney BA, Christopher C D’Adamo PhD, Shane Svoboda MD, Joshua H. Wolf MD. Restorative proctocolectomy is safe in carefully-selected elderly patients with ulcerative colitis.
Presented at the 2020 Maryland Chapter of the American College of Surgeons

Tarek H Hassab MD, Duncan McKinney BA, Christopher C D’Adamo PhD, Ya-Ching Hung MD MPH, Shane Svoboda MD, Joshua H. Wolf MD. Elderly and Young Patients with Crohn’s Disease Have Similar Postoperative Outcomes.
Accepted to the 2020 American Society of Colon and Rectal Surgeons. Not presented due to meeting cancellation.

Tarek Hassab MD, Sagar Dipak Patel BS, Arun A. Mavanur MD, Shane Svoboda MD and Joshua H. Wolf MD. Risk of Unexpected Colon Cancer Following Surgery for Suspected Diverticulitis.
To be presented at the 2020 American College of Surgeons Clinical Congress

Poster presentations:

Sagar D. Patel BS, Ya-Ching Hung MD MPH, Christopher D. D’Adamo PhD, Shane Svoboda MD, Joshua H. Wolf MD. Is Clostridium Difficile Colitis An Indication for Early Surgical Intervention in Patients with Diverticulitis?
To be presented at the 2020 American College of Surgeons Clinical Congress

Submitted Manuscripts:

Neda Amini MD, Christopher D’Adamo PhD, Daniel Khashchuk BA, Rebecca Dodson MD, Mark Katlic MD, Joshua H Wolf MD, Arun Mavanur MD. Morbidity and Mortality in Older Patients Undergoing Pancreatic Resection Is Overestimated by NSQIP Risk Calculator. Manuscript under review

Neda Amini MD, Christopher D’Adamo PhD, Daniel Khashchuk BA, Rebecca Dodson MD, Mark Katlic MD, Joshua H Wolf MD, Arun Mavanur MD. NSQIP Prediction of Mortality and Morbidity for Patients Who Underwent Hepatectomy Varies Based on Age. Manuscript under review


Joshua H. Wolf MD, Ya-Ching Hung MD MPH, Solange Cox MD, Blessing Aghedo BA, Arun Mavanur MD, Shane Svoboda MD, Christopher R. D’Adamo MD. Pathologic Complete Response is Associated with Decreased Morbidity Following Rectal Cancer Resection. Manuscript under review

Accepted Manuscripts:

Joshua H. Wolf MD, Vanita Ahuja MD, Chris D’Adamo PhD, JoAnn Coleman RN, Mark Katlic MD, David Blumberg MD. Malnutrition is an independent risk factor for major morbidity following resection of primary rectal cancer. Accepted for publication following to the Journal of Surgical Research.